
Now you can continue running the 
Windows applications you can’t live without 

on the laptop you love, side-by-side, 
sharing files and system resources with 

your Mac applications, fast and reliably.

Run Windows on a Mac 
(without rebooting) 

Rapidly enable workers with standardized corporate desktops running on user-owned 
Macs and PCs, policy secured and Active Directory authorized.

Create time-bound, encrypted, local virtual desktops that auto-expire and 
can even remove themselves from remote machines.

Embrace the BYOPC Culture

Seamlessly access applications from multiple operating systems on separate 
monitors (even Retina), desktops or side-by-side.

Focus on the Application That Matters.

The ability to run a second operating system is 
perfect for those that refuse to compromise. 
VMware gives you side-by-side access to Linux 
(and 500 other supported OS’) applications from 
either your Mac or your Windows PC and tablet. 

You can even turn that upside down, and put 
Windows (et al) on your Linux machine. 

Run Linux on Windows or Mac 
(without rebooting) 

Enforce Time-based Restrictions

Policy enforce the use of USB memory cards, flash drives, video cameras 
and any other 3rd party devices plugged into a laptop.

Restrict External Device Access

Agility

Productivity

Security

Deploy mission-critical, legacy applications 
on modern hardware while taking advantage of 
compliance and security technologies available 
for the latest host operating systems. 

Extend the Life of Legacy Applications. 

For road-warriors and offshore development, virtual machines are a better way of 
securely delivering a local desktop that doesn't rely on a fast network connection.

Access Desktops From Anywhere, Even O�ine. 

Force separation of personal and work-related files by isolating the virtual 
hard disk from the physical, controlling copy & paste and restricting drag 
& drop.

Enforce Desktop Isolation

Horizon Flex, Fusion and 
Workstation o�er unparalleled 
agility, productivity and security 

for delivering corporate 
desktops and legacy 
applications to laptops, 
even when o�ine.

Reduce both the CapEx and OpEx costs associated with operating 
remote laptops with centrally controlled, cloud deployed, local virtual 
desktops. Easily reclaim software licenses when decommissioning 
BYOPC workers.

Increase employee productivity by remotely enabling and refreshing virtual 
desktops for remote offices and mobile workers with no downtime.

Eliminate Laptop Provisioning Costs 

Reduce Laptop Management Costs

Built on 15 years of virtualization excellence, 
and winner of more than 50 industry awards, 
VMware Workstation and Fusion products 
provide the most stable and secure desktop 
virtualization platform in the industry.

Stable and Mature Platform

Millions of Satisfied Customers

Mac users try Fusion Pro for free 
http://www.vmware.com/products/fusion-pro

Windows and Linux users try Workstation Pro for free 
http://www.vmware.com/products/workstation

VMware offers world-class 24x7 support in a variety 
of packages to suite your needs: ranging from free 
to full SLA backed phone support, coupled with an 
extensive and active community ready to help. 

Backed by World Class Support 
and a Global Community

DELIVER SECURE MANAGE

The enterprise community agrees; Workstation and Fusion are indispensable 
tools when delivering offline corporate desktops or supporting legacy applications.


